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Despite all the progress made, Cancer remains a challenging disease. 

Aggressive cancer type, Metastatic Breast Cancer (MBC) is particularly 

difficult in terms of treatment. This form of breast cancer takes the lives 

of 40,000 people annually. Women are far more likely to develop 

Metastatic Breast Cancer compared to males due to the increased amount 

of breast cells found in women. However, it is important to note that men 

are still capable of being a target even though it is a significantly lessened 

chance in contrast to women. Since the immune system plays such an 

essential role in cancer development, interleukin-6 (IL-6) is an essential 

molecule that controls multiple aspects of human immunity in the 

immune system. Cytokines, which are signaling molecules with immune 

responses, are growing in interest in how they shape cancer cell growth 

and spread of cancer from one part of the body to another, also referred 

to as metastasis. The primary focus of this research project is exploring 

patterns of gene expression of IL-6, a key pro-inflammatory (which 

promotes inflammation causing the disease to become more severe) 

cytokine, in Metastatic Breast Cancer. Findings of statistically significant 

over or under expressed genes of the IL-6 pathway can help shed more 

light on the interaction between immunity and cancer in addition to 

having potential for identifying novel drug targets and treatment. In this 

study, the average invasive tumor tissue medians were compared to the 

normal tissue control for the genes IL-6, IL-6R Alpha, and STAT 3. 

Additional components of the IL-6 signaling pathway are being 

researched in this study. The preliminary data collected indicates that the 

IL-6 signaling expression in invasive tumor tissue deviates from the 

normal tissue control.
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The methodology for this research involves a computational biological

approach using the reputable studies on Oncomine. Oncomine is an

internationally acknowledged database and was first started by a group

of biologists at the University of Michigan. Using the IL-6 signaling

pathway diagram above, I began researching studies for the IL-6 gene on

Oncomine. The studies researched remained fairly consistent for each

component to ensure the most accurate results. For each component, ten

breast cancer studies were analyzed. One study at a time for every gene,

I analyzed the box and whisker plots provided on the database and

recorded the medians for the normal tissue control as well as any

invasive cancerous tissue. If there were multiple variations of invasive

cancerous tissue, such as invasive ductal breast carcinoma or invasive

lobular breast carcinoma, the values would be averaged. With the use of

Excel, tables that were originally created were converted to bar graphs to

better visualize notable discrepancies as well as notice comparisons

between studies. Once this procedure was repeated for GP 130, IL-6R

Alpha, JAK, and STAT 3, then I averaged the values for both the normal

tissue control as well as the cancerous tissue. A final bar graph

displaying the averages was produced and used as an overview of each

component in the IL 6 signaling pathway. Chart elements like error bars

and data tables were included for better visualization of the data.

The studies utilized include the following:

METHOD
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Breast Cancer is an prevalent issue in society that affects a sizable fraction

of the population. Metastatic Breast Cancer is considered more severe due

to its ability to spread to other aspects of the human body, making it much

more difficult to treat. Therefore, observing the implications at a cellular

level, in this case, in terms of gene expression, can possibly assist in

treatment. Before discussing the gene expression in the IL-6 signaling

pathway, it is imperative to first discuss key biological concepts that

connect to this research topic. Genes are transcribed to messenger RNA and

gene transcription occurs in the nucleus of the cell. Messenger RNA

translation to the protein then occurs in the cytoplasm. Cancer is often

measured in stages, from stage zero to stage four. Cancer initiates when

there are changes in DNA sequences, in other words, mutations. From

there, the cells in the body continue to divide and cancer progressively gets

more aggressive and fatal. These cancerous cells interact with tissues which

causes the tissues to become cancerous. Tumors consist of clutters of

abnormal tissue and can fall under two categories, benign or malignant.

The significant difference between malignant and benign is that malignant

tumors metastasize to healthy tissues and cells while benign do not. When

cancer cells metastasize, it becomes infinitely more difficult to treat and

some cases, it is unable to be treated (also is dependent on the stage the

cancer has progressed to). Oncogenes are mutated genes with the primary

function of promoting normal cells to become cancer cells. Each gene and

component analyzed provides various functions that affect cancer cells and

the immune system. IL-6 signaling pathway components influence the

immune system, more specifically immune responses with the use of

cytokines. Cytokines assist in the spread of cancer cells as well as affect the

growth rate of cancer cells. Each gene and/or component analyzed in this

research project plays a certain role as well as has the ability to influence

other components, especially if they are closed binded to one another.

In the figure below, it can be observed that the IL-6 signaling molecule

binds to IL-6R alpha at the plasma membrane. From this point marks the

initiation of the signaling pathway. Components of the IL-6 Pathway

researched include IL-6, GP 130, IL-6R Alpha, JAK, and STAT 3. Each

component connects to one another and overall is essential in tracking

discrepancies in gene expression between normal tissue controls and

invasive cancerous tissue in this signaling pathway.

As previously mentioned, IL-6 gene influences inflammation by the coding

of the cytokine that is responsible for inflammation. For IL-6R Alpha, it can

be categorized as a co-receptor of the IL-6 gene (as shown above). GP 130

gene located on either side of IL-6R alpha primarily functions as a signal

transducer, which provides responses to influences outside of the cell.

Following GP 130 is JAK and STAT pathway, which JAK initiates the

activation of STAT that will bound to the DNA strand located at the end of

the pathway. These components can also influence inflammation and rely

on one another to have a steady signaling pathway.

Based on preliminary analysis, the gene expression levels are either

showing as primarily significantly reduced or no expression. Few

cases are indicating an drastic increase from the normal tissue control

to the invasive cancerous tissue. Depending on which component is

being analyzed indicates which breast cancer studies has most

prevalent discrepancies. For instance, if you were to observe the

patterns of gene expression for IL-6 gene, in the studies of Curtis

Breast, TCGA Breast, and Gluck Breast, then it could be concluded

that there is substantial reduction of gene expression from normal

tissue control to invasive cancerous tissue. The over expression from

normal tissue control to invasive cancerous tissue can be found mostly

with the components of IL-6R Alpha and GP 130 analysis based on the

data collected. Based on the graph above, the remaining components

like STAT 3 and JAK were under expressed in the invasive cancerous

tissue compared to the normal tissue control on average. More

information would need to be gathered on more genes on either the

same pathway or genes from an adjacent pathway that is able to cross-

talk with the interleukin 6 pathway to make further viable

conclusions.

Database used for data collection: Oncomine
Websites used for determining IL-6 signaling pathway gene and/or
components include:
→ https://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=IL6
→ https://www.genecards.org/cgi-bin/carddisp.pl?gene=IL6ST
→ https://biosignaling.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12964-
017-0177-y
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